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tangible tools for eating disorder recovery

R e c o v e r y  Boxthe

The Recovery Box was founded to encourage a personalized, creative, and authentic approach to eating 
disorder recovery. We offer this support through the unique therapeutic tools that are available on our 
online store. We create our products from a blend of research and our personal journeys, so we understand 
the gaps in recovery that people face far too often. Our tools aim to bridge the gaps by offering extra support 
in between the therapy appointments. From the feelings wheel that helps you find words for your feelings to 
The Recovery Planner that helps you keep recovery at the forefront, while still managing day to day life, our 
tools are something you can keep in your back pocket and pull out whenever you need. 
 
In addition to therapeutic tools, we value building strong recovery communities. Struggling with an eating 
disorder can be an isolating journey, so we have made it a priority to create inclusive communities through our 
social platforms and community partnerships. On our social, we create space for The Recovery Box community 
to connect - from virtual gatherings that foster empowering conversations to gentle yoga flows and 
meditations that allow people to connect with their bodies in recovery focused ways.  
 
At just one year old, The Recovery Box is making its mark on the world of eating disorder recovery. Follow 
@recoveryboxed to join our community and grow alongside us.

Our Story

 get social with us | @recoveryboxed

Use code Warriorexperience for $5 off your order

Want your own Recovery Box?

http://www.recoverybox-ed.com/
http://www.recoverybox-ed.com/
https://www.recoverybox-ed.com/store/p5/Feelings_Wheel.html
https://www.recoverybox-ed.com/store/p27/2020PlannerDentedCan.html
https://www.instagram.com/recoveryboxed/
https://www.facebook.com/edrecoverybox/?hc_ref=ARRQlN3NR2Oqyfn-hTqL6yB2QJ8UbTH8fA1FsUaE8slQQjxV44mbHXwVUiL68U0NF-s&ref=nf_target&__tn__=kC-R
https://www.instagram.com/recoveryboxed/?hl=en
https://www.instagram.com/recoveryboxed/


Dear You, 
 
You have been on our minds a lot since all this chaos began. In one way or another, all of 
our lives have shifted - and yet, recovery doesn’t stop for a pandemic. The need for support 
through such a scary (though rewarding) journey doesn’t stop for a pandemic. NEDA’s incredi-
ble work doesn’t stop for a pandemic.  
 
The Warrior Experience embodies hope, strength, and celebration of recovery during a time 
when we need it most. We are so grateful to be part of this event supporting NEDA’s helpline, 
a service that has become vital in the past few months.  More and more, virtual resources for 
recovery are becoming a necessity, because even though the world has shifted, your worthi-
ness of a life free from an eating disorder continues on! 
 
Because we know choosing recovery might feel a little tougher right now, we created Recover 
in Place, a brief workbook to support your recovery during these trying times. This workbook 
holds a mix of reflection, mindfulness, and play. We hope that you find a sense of peace, mo-
tivation, and support throughout these digital pages and we also hope that you find a sense of 
connection within The Recovery Box community. 
 
Visit our website to learn a bit more about us, subscribe to our monthly newsletter, and see 
what other tools we have created for you. You incredible warriors can use the code WarriorEx-
perience at checkout to get $5 your order. 
 
We hope this event is full of healing and inspiration. We can’t wait to connect with you and 
support you in your story! 
 
Sending Strength and Love, 
The Recovery Box Team

a letter to you



Begin by bringing your attention to your breath.
Don’t make any changes to it. Just notice it. 
Now, breathe deeply so that on every inhale the belly expands like a balloon. And exhale deeply so that the belly 
collapses in on the spine. 
With every exhale, feel the body getting heavier. 
Allow yourself a moment to enjoy the feeling of stillness. And when you’re ready, let your eyes float shut. 
 
Notice your body seated, wherever you’re seated, feeling the weight of your body on the floor. Take in a few deep breaths….as 
you exhale have a sense of relaxing more deeply. 
Notice your feet on the floor. Notice the sensations, pressure, heat. 
Notice your legs against the floor. 
Notice your back against the chair. 
Bring your attention to your stomach area. If it is tight, let it soften. Take a breath. 
Notice your hands. Are they tense or tight? See if you can allow them to soften. 
Notice your arms. Do you feel any sensations in your arms? Let your shoulders be soft. 
Soften your neck and let your face and facial muscles be relaxed.  Notice your whole body be present. 
Take one more breath. 
Be aware of your whole body as best you can. 
Take another deep breath. In and out. 
 
In this meditation, begin by thinking back to the moment you woke this morning. 
Allow yourself to be an observer of your day. Do not judge anything. Just recall it. 
What was the first thing that got you out of bed today? Once you were up, how did you begin your day?  
Think of your routine. 
What followed? Continue thinking of everything you did today, even the monotonous or routine things. 
Try to remember it all. 
 
See if you can remember a variety of the senses you experienced today as well as the emotions you felt. 
Were you irritated by anything? Excited? 
Continue thinking of all the things you did up until the moment you began this meditation. 
Really allow yourself to be an observer of your day during this exercise. 
 
Now that you have gone through your day, take a moment to think about your intent behind why you do some of these things 
that you do. 
What do you hope to accomplish? 
 
Ask yourself:
Are my daily choices driven by unconscious habits, fears, doubts, and insecurities, or love and trust?
Do my choices create authentic power within or do they cause me to look to other people and external things for my power, 
purpose and direction?
Do my choices include intentions that honor my body, my relationships, my world, and most importantly, my own soul?

a meditation on intention 
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You are on a journey of a lifetime. 
The rule of the road is to mindfully pay attention to your intentions.
Know that where you are headed now is not bound by where you have been. 
You get to choose. You are creating your own path. 
Remember that your authentic power comes from energy that is formed by your soul. 
Take time to look at your innermost being and listen carefully to the wisdom within, for what you intend today is what 
you shall become tomorrow. 
In this universe, where anything and everything is possible, remind yourself that you have a choice. 
 
This world is made for you to expand. 
The only limitations that exist are the ones that you place on yourself. 
 
Allow yourself a few moments to just simply be in your authentic stillness. When you feel ready begin to bring move-
ment to your finger and toes, then slowly open your eyes. 
 
CHALLENGE: Live less out of habit and more out of intent 
 
THANK YOU FOR SHOWING UP FOR YOURSELF
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1. Divide the circle below into a pie graph that depicts where your brain’s energy goes (worries, weight/food, the 
future, organizing, etc.). After you divide the circle, use the space below to reflect on if this is how you’d like to 
spend your brain’s energy?

journal prompts
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journal prompts
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2. Where does my mind start to wander when I am isolated?

3. Have I noticed any louder narratives since the shift?  (e.g. “I need to come out of this shift with a new skill”)



values activity
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I can live out this value right now by...

I can live out this value right now by...

I can live out this value right now by...

I can live out this value right now by...

I can live out this value right now by...

write value here



coloring page #1
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Feel free to take a picture of your art and share it on social by tagging @recoveryboxed



journal prompts
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4. If my body could talk, what would it say right now?

5. Has my relationship with food changed since this shift? In what ways?

6. What am I grieving about my previous ‘normal’?

7. The thing that has made me most fearful about this shift is…



stairway of skills
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Have you ever noticed that mindful coloring mid panic attack isn’t necessarily helpful, or even a reslistic coping 
skill? Introducing the stairway of skills! On this scale, a 1 represents low intensity emotion, low distress and 5 
represents panic attack level, high intensity crisis. Take a moment to write out what levels 1 through 5 look like 
for you and how you know when your emotions or thoughts are at these levels. After you’ve done this, fill in 
coping skills that match that stair’s intensity (maybe mindful coloring goes in the first stair and calling your 
supports goes in the fifth stair). 

use this space to write out what behaviors, 
emotions, and thoughts look like at each 
level

use this space to list corresponding 
coping skills



coloring page #2
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journal prompts
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10. Something I would like to tell myself more often…

9. When do I feel most connected with others? How can I create this connection during this shift?

8. What is something (person, place, thing, concept, etc.) that makes me feel grounded during this shift and why?



journal prompts
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11. Something I would like to tell someone else more often…

12. Something I’m looking forward to…



decorate with your values
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What makes a house a home? Or a studio your creative hub? Or a space your sacred space?

Right now, we are spending more time than ever inside. Just as we practice matching our actions with our values, we 
believe we can work to match our spaces with our essence! Taking the time to create a space that reflects the true 
you can…
 Fortify your sense of authentic self
 Curate a safe and sacred space to ground when needed
 Fill any daunting amounts of free time
 Communicate your vibe to visitors (even if it is just the UPS delivery person)
 Allow for built in recovery motivation reminders
 *all tried, tested, and true by way of The Recovery Box team

Through this journey, if you choose to accept, we encourage you to get creative, step outside your comfort zone, leave 
your perfectionism at the door, and HAVE FUN WITH IT!

Recommended Materials
 A writing utensil
 Colored pencils, crayons, watercolors, etc.
 Ruler
 Measuring tape (to measure your space, not your body)

Pinterest
Interior design shows of your choice
The grace to make mistakes
A DIY mentality



decorate with your values
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To begin, take in the surroundings of your living space. Do your best to look at it as an objective third-party who had 
never met you (think MTV’s “Room Raiders”...if you don’t know it, just google it. You’re welcome). Then reflect: 
 
 What brings this person joy? 

 
 What might their personality be like?

 What do they spend their time doing?

 What things do they value?

Was there anything interesting or surprising that you noticed while reflecting? Discuss with a friend, therapist, or furry 
companion.



decorate with your values
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Next, take time to reflect on your current self and begin to brainstorm how to turn this into design. Please note: this 
is an open book assignment! Use the web, interior design reality shows, creative-based scrolling sites, your friends or 
family for ideas, and any other resources you can find to create your true vibe.
 
 What brings me joy? 

 
 

 What is my personality be like?

 

 What do I like to do?

 

 
 What  do I value?



decorate with your values
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Now that you’ve identified your authentic you, let’s have some fun. Use this space to translate your authentic you into 
your authentic space.

colors patterns

objects + symbols textures

style quotes
minimalistic
rustic
bohemian
industrial

retro
eclectic
coastal
victorian



decorate with your values
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Now put on your designer hat and get to work! If you want to plan it out, awesome! Here’s some space….
You can draw out a floor plan or just use the space to make a list of things you’ll need to do or what you want to add to 
your space. 

If you want to wing it, then use the space for a nice random doodle.

Build, paint, rearrange, acquire, thrift, create - the options are truly endless! At the end of the day, the only thing you 
really need to do is listen to your authentic self. Let your essence flow, spread your vibes in the world, and create what 
your heart truly desires. You are worthy of a sacred space, you deserve surroundings that reflect who you are, and you 
are enough just as you are!

If you take this journey, snap some pics and tag us on Instagram @recoveryboxed!



decorate with your values
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Use this space to create your game plan. What are your projects, to-dos. and items to acquire? List it out below!

PROJECTS

TO DO

ITEMS TO ACQUIRE



Begin to bring attention to your breath. Without making any changes, for the next few breaths just notice the rhythm of your 
breathing.
Allow yourself a moment to enjoy this feeling of stillness. 
 
Take some time to allow yourself to feel anything you’ve been struggling with lately. Maybe these are emotions that you have 
been carrying around or maybe an unexpected challenge has presented itself in your life. 
Notice which emotions arise. How do they present themselves in your body? Do you feel any muscles contracting or becoming 
tense? 
These feelings could be immediate and strong, subtle, or completely absent. There is no need to try to create an experience. 
Challenge yourself to identify what you’re feeling, even if that feeling is nothing. The purpose of this is simply to take time to 
create extra space for any part of you that may need some extra kindness or compassion. 
Use your attention to observe your emotions and sensations without letting yourself get caught up in them. 
 
Begin to imagine the most magnificent mountain you have ever seen or dreamt of. Really let it come into focus by visualizing all 
of the details. 
Perhaps your mountain is snowcapped or perhaps it is rocky and covered in rugged cliffs. Maybe there are waterfalls cascading 
down its slopes. Just observe this mountain and appreciate its qualities. 
No matter what kind of mountain you hold in your mind right now, one thing that all mountains share is how solid and unmoving 
they are. 
 
When you feel ready, imagine that you share qualities with this mountain. Allow your body to be still and feel whole in this mo-
ment. Let yourself enjoy the glorious panoramic view of the Earth around you as if you were the mountain. 
With each breath you take, you take on more of the mountain’s qualities, unwavering in your inner stillness. A centered, ground-
ed, and unmoving presence. 
Become aware of how the sun moves across the sky, how the colors change throughout the day, the movement of the water 
rushing down the mountain. 
All of this change is happening while you are still. 
 
The seasons begin to change from one to the next. 
Spring comes. The flowers blossom, the snow melts, the leaves covering the trees spring into life. 
In the fall, the mountain takes on a brilliant coat of fiery colors. Reds, oranges, yellows, and browns. 
The multicolored leaves are soon covered with a crisp, white blanket of snow as winter sets in. 
Through this all, the mountain just sits. 
It experiences change in each moment, yet it remains itself. Unmoved by the world of changing appearances. 
 
In the same way that we sit in this meditation, we can learn to experience this unwavering stillness in the face of challenges. 
Think back to the emotions you brought to mind earlier. 
When these thoughts come we can watch them move through us like the clouds moving above the mountain. We can also think 
of these emotions and challenges like the seasons changing, coming and going. 
Allow yourself to be like the mountain and just be here, sitting in this moment with no other agenda than focusing on your 
breath. 
 
These challenges can seem like massive storms at times. This weather should not be ignored or denied. It should be felt for what 
it is, while at the same time keeping in mind that it will pass and that it does not define who you are. 

a meditation on challenges
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When you are ready, bring your attention back to your breath. Breathing in deeply through your stomach, allow it to expand. 
Notice how you feel now compared to how you felt at the beginning of this meditation. 
Do you feel more in tune with the sensations in your body and the emotions you are experiencing? 
Take a few more deep breaths in and out before opening your eyes. 
 
CHALLENGE: Challenge yourself to be in tune with the emotions you are experiencing throughout your day. Work to accept 
them, knowing that they will pass, like the clouds above the mountain. 
 
THANK YOU FOR SHOWING UP FOR YOURSELF

a meditation on challenges 
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